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PROJECT HARDWARE
A. HEATING SYSTEM
IR HEATER
These appeared that medium wave IR. The SCADA
software facilitates to set different temperature level in
bioreactors. High quality material and special fabrication
process gives their IR heater super long life. The hi-temp
tubular IR heater serves about 3000 hours while the midtemp and low-temp ones 5000 to 10000 hours. High
quality material and special fabrication process gives
their IR heater super long life. The hi-temp tubular IR
heater serves about 3000 hours while the mid-temp and
low-temp ones 5000 to 10000 hours.
IR Heater
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MONITORING SYSTEM
HUMIDITY SENSOR
It enables measurement of humidity in the range of 0-100% RH. It comes with
outstanding accuracy for Humidity.
Humidity sensors relying on this principle consists of a
hygroscopic dielectric material sandwiched between a pair of
electrodes forming a small capacitor. Most capacitive sensors
use a plastic or polymer as the dielectric material, with a
typical dielectric constant ranging from 2 to 15. In absence of
moisture, the dielectric constant of the hygroscopic dielectric
material and the sensor geometry determine the value of

Humidity Sensor

capacitance.At normal room temperature, the dielectric
constant of water vapor has a value of about 80, a value much
larger than the constant of the sensor dielectric material.
Therefore, absorption of water vapor by the sensor results in
an increase in sensor capacitance. Basic structure of capacitive
type humidity sensor is shown below.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Power supply: 12~36V DC
Humidity working range 0..100%RH
Humidity sensing element Polymer humidity capacitor
Output for humidity 0~5V DC or 0~10V DC or 4~20mA
Repeatability +-0.3%RH
Hysteresis +-0.3%RH
Sensitivity for humidity 0.1%RH
Drift rate per year +-0.5%RH

Capacitive method
For RH sensor
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B. TEMPARETURE TRANSMITTER WITH RADIATION SHIELD
Resistance

Temperature

Detectors (RTDs),

are sensors used

to

measure

temperature by correlating the resistance of the RTD element with temperature.
Most RTD elements consist of a length of fine coiled wire wrapped around a
ceramic or glass core. The element is usually quite fragile, so it is often placed
inside a sheathed probe to protect it. The RTD element is made from a pure
material, typically platinum, nickel or copper. The material has a predictable
change in resistance as the temperature changes; it is this predictable change
that is used to determine temperature.
Platinum is a noble metal and has the most stable
resistance-temperature relationship over the largest
temperature range. Platinum is the best metal for RTDs
because it follows a very linear resistance-temperature
relationship and it follows the R vs T relationship in a
highly repeatable manner over a wide temperature
range. The unique properties of platinum make it the
material of choice for temperature standards over the

Temperature Transmitter

range of -272.5 °C to 961.78 °C, and is used in the
sensors that define the International Temperature
Standard, ITS-90. Platinum is chosen also because of its
chemical inertness.The significant characteristic of metals
used as resistive elements is the linear approximation of
the resistance versus temperature relationship between 0
and 100 °C. Radiation Shield relies on a combination of
plate geometry, material and natural ventilation to
provide effective shielding.

Radiation Shield
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CONTROL SYSTEM
A. DATA SCANNERS
Each data scanner is designed as per requirement to
display the sensors output.
DATA SCANNER is designed to increase the quality and
efficiency of data collection, DATA SCANNER simplifies
and accelerates the whole form-processing chain, from
the conception of questionnaires to the capture and

Data Scanner

analysis of the information filled out on them by
respondents. It sends and receives signals from sensor
and

computer

and

makes

an

infrastructure

for

controlling and observing the system.

B. CONTACTORS
Contactors Controls the power Supply to Heater and turn
it off/on for controlling the temperature of the
BIOREACTOR from The System Software.
It works on electromagnetic field principle controlled by
user.
Contactor
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SOFTWARE SIMULATION
A. COMPUTER
Computer is used for run the software and to store the data every day in date
and time. With this an UPS gives power backup to instruments and the
computer also.
B. WINLOG SOFTWARE
Winlog is program for windows environment which allows the development of
application for the complete supervision of system. Command has been given
to System for controlling action as well as watching and recording data.
SCADA system always refers to a system that coordinates, but does control
processes in real time. The term SCADA usually refers to centralized systems
which monitor and control entire sites, or complexes of systems spread out over
large areas (anything from an industrial plant to a nation). Most control actions
are performed automatically by Remote Terminal Units ("RTUs") or Data logger.
Supervision of industrial and civil plants requires a realistic and impressive
graphic

representation;

for

the

development

of

supervisory

(SCADA)

applications, it is critical to have the use of tools suitable for the design of
animated templates providing a realistic and continuous display of the
supervised process.
Pl see next page for more about Winlog SCADA Software.

C. DATA STORAGE FACILITY
Winlog Software record data in excel sheet and store it in a particular location
for viewing historical data with according to the date and time.
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SOFTWARE OPERATION SYSTEM
A. BASIC OPERATION
a. OPEN THE SOFTWARE

Click on the

icon to open your software then main project window will

display.

b. VIEW PARAMETERS

Put value in terms of minute (ie: “1” <ENTER>)
in the log interval box on this page before,
Click on the

to see Data of the FATE system and/or

Click on the

to see Data of the FATE system.
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After entering the concern system you will see real-time data of Temp., and
Humidity of systems.

Real-time data for FATE System (up) and TGT(down).

c. SET PARAMETERS

To set the parameters of BIOREACTOR click
for concern system.
For set the value of FATE system, you put ADD VALUE in this page.
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For set the value of TGT system, you put ADD VALUE in this page below.

C. VIEW RECORDED DATA
To see the report file click
to see all data.
Every day all the data are stored according to date and time in four files named
as, “TGT 1 IARI DD_MM-YYYY”, “TGT 2 IARI DD_MM-YYYY”, “FATE 1 IARI
DD_MM-YYYY”, “FATE 2 IARI DD_MM-YYYY”.
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(If in a case this location is not available please check that you have choose Show
hidden files, folders, and drives
Go to start menu

of your Windows.

Click the Control Panel
Click

In Control Panel

Go to ‘View’ Tab in Folders Option, check that Show hidden files, folders, and
drives option is selected.

If not then select it and press OK )
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E. Reinstalling the software

If in case you have formatted your boot drive, these are the following
methods of how the Winlog software and project software be
reinstalled.
Step -I
1. remove dongle ( hardware key ) from the back of CPU and insert CD
2. Open “Project” folder
3. Open “WinLog 2011” folder
4. Double click on “Winlog_Setup_SF” icon
5. UAC Acknowledge will come. Press “Yes”
6. wait for installation to completed ( during installation if warning message
appears , click yes to all)
The instructions for installing WINLOG is given below in images.
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After installation two icons
desktop short cut.

and

will appear in desktop as a

Step II
1. Copy entire folder “IARI DELHI 07032014 FINAL” from CD
2. Open C:\ProgramData\Winlog\Projects location and paste “IARI DELHI
07032014 FINAL” folder here
3. Open “project manager” from desktop
4. Right click on IARI DELHI 07032014 FINAL
5. Make this default
Step – IV
Connect dongle hardware key to USB Port at the back of CPU)
Step – VI
1. Click

icon in desktop

2. Check data
F. CLOSING THE SOFTWARE
Click Red Close Button

to close the software.

This template will appear when you click on close
symbol on window during winlog software is
open, click Yes to close .
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SYSTEM OPERATION
A. Step To Run The System






First on all MCB inside the panel room.
Switched on pre-heater switches.
Then start the all scanner and computer switches
Open software in computer.
Set Temp all the data from all sensors in software screen.

B. Precautions
 Data on excel sheet generated only when winlog software is opened.
 Never open data excel sheet in which data is generated for long duration
because new data will not be generated at that duration.
 Better to transfer data excel sheet in another location.

For more details pl. contact

GENESIS TECHNOLOGIES
A-02 ,Radha Buildings(I),Deshmukh Complex,
Kalyan Shil Road, DOMBIVILI -East, Thane
Maharashtra,India .421203
Phone-91-(0251)-6454809 Fax-91-(0251)2444854
WWW.GENESISINDIA.NET.IN
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